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 hair cutting and styling methods and 3. He reveals insider secrets and approaches for
recreating magazine and celebrity hairstyles, and how exactly to adapt the appearance for the
average reader’ readers just need to know what to do and follow directions. how to find a look
for your faces structure and personal style.Vetica preaches that professional techniques are
not difficult;s tools and time constraints.The book is split into three parts; 1. Even beginners will
be able to style their hair such as a pro while professional stylists can good tune their abilities
with Vetica’All you have to to create your own great hairstyle in the home! In this best hair
styling publication, he delivers to the reader all they need to know to generate great hair at
home or direct a professional stylist. hair treatment and care, 2.s secrets and shortcuts. Step-
by-stage diagrams and photos illustrate different designs and how to work with tools of the
trade such as curling irons, locks clips, and blow dryers. Before-and-after photos show
readers the best hairstyles predicated on face shape, bone structure, type of hair, age, and
personal style. Vetica peppers all of the techniques with his knowledge and insights gained
from dealing with Hollywood’s top celebrities.
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It's Okay but Eva Scrivo on Beauty blows it out of the water! I bought this about my kindle and
have had it a few years now, I got a few tips from it but not much. The comprehensive lists of
products are helpful but he isn't as useful with regards to cuts that you could have a picture of
to your hairdresser (or open up your kindle and suggest to them). NOT WHAT IT APPEARS my
daughter wanted a reserve on how best to style locks, this book is great for teaching the
basics of care and a right cut but not styling. Basic and fun to read. Great reserve with useful
tips and advice This book had lots of great strategies for styling hair and keeping it healthy. It
had been also well crafted, especially considering that the stylist isn't a professional article
writer. The photos and quality of the publication are also very great. I am a beauty school
student, however, even if I wasn't, this book will be exceptionally useful. Covers all types, but
not in depth Great images~ magazine quality. The reserve basically undergoes each hair type
(great, thick, etc) and demonstrates how to manipulate the hair right into a flattering design for
that locks type. However, once you discover your hairstyle it's quite limited. You can pick up
the right methods from it if you're observant, but the book is as well worried about covering
EVERYONE'S hair type that it feels more like a pamphlet. Good, but I did expected more.I just
got the book, however I came across myself underlining parts and highlighting so I wouldn't
your investment gems of knowledge about the webpages!.!Eva Scrivo does all that and more.
It can have some tips, however, not much I can use. Probably if you want to become a hair
stylist, this reserve appeals more for you.!I also don't advise that you buy it for Kindle. it
provided the impression it "demonstrated" how to style your hair when infact the pictures are
of someone else doing the designs on a model.Like I said, it isn't a terrible reserve, but I
expected more. The only "hair book" you need I love this - informative, realistic and well
designed. just a couple of mumble jumble. Out of all of the books I very own, I must say that
book is BY FAR the most effective book on the subject. It's an excellent book for stylists
attempting to become freelance stylists and function in film or print; It's ideal for salon stylists
who require a bit more education on design hair (maybe for Wedding brides, etc.);! Robert
helps it be look very easy (even though I know it's not always as easy as it looks!). However,
compared to most of the books out there, most of these designs are do-able. I am in beauty
school and didn't learn any new ideas or tricks. No key insider tips right here. You won't find
anything better! and it's also great for the average indivdual just trying to learn ways to style
their own hair.!This reads similar to a celebrity hairdresser (which he's) dishing on what he did
for this or that woman's curly hair. At least on mine, it looked really perplexing. wanting a
reserve with pictures of this individual in fact fixing their own hair so present keeping hands
and tools when used. I am a professional hairstylist, and I own many many books about
hairstyling... I highly recommend anyone who is usually interested in this book to obtain it! Very
basic. Four Stars Good Okay, however, not great Not really what We was expecting, I believe
they could did better. I'll give The Best Hairstyle Handbook a go. Hope it's better. Buy this
Book! This is a great hair book, and something you should have in your library. I got lots of
great tips from this book that I use every day. Vetica's assistance is obvious, logical, and just
ordinary makes feeling- and I really like his willingness to be honest and speak the reality.
Four Stars Great photography and tutorial.I did so like the part with the hair tutorials, but the
rest didn't have very much for me personally. It is quite an enjoyable read. He will go well into
how exactly to keep hair healthy and little tips and tricks he uses to create hair appear photo
ready ( like spraying locks spray on his hands and smoothing over hair to tame fly-aways)..... I
am taking this reserve with me to beauty college to share with my classmates because it is
THAT good. This book does not have much to it..!and it would've been faster easily hadn't had



to go to school today to work on my mannequin :) Great book! It's a nice book. I recommend it.
Or really anything! I browse the entire book in about a day. It explains simple guidelines for
doing hair and that's about any of it. The book does not go into details. Also, the writer made
MANY spelling mistakes throughout the book. The best part of it for me, is definitely that
Robert Vetica results in not only as a fantastic, talented artist, but a sort, humble man aswell.
Two Stars Why did I purchase this? He's also very funny! Just basically a guy telling you to
read the directions on the products you buy and if you have any difficulty, go to a professional
-_- Haven't made a decision yet whether I want to go through the trouble of returning this
book or not. Doesn't get any better than this! Well worth your cash! I find myself heading back
to it for guidance from time to time.
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